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Letter From the Editor
Dear Reader,
Once again, we have been blown away by the creativity of all contributors to The Finch. First of all, we
would like to thank our long time teacher advisor, Ms. Decaporale, for providing us with the support
and advocacy necessary to continue our magazine. In addition, we would like to thank the artists this
semester, who truly went above and beyond to create gorgeous artwork that is demonstrative of the
writing pieces they accompany. We would like to recognize Edelein Zanthee Schwarzmann in particular for the fantastic, Finch-themed cover gracing our magazine. All in all, we are exceedingly impressed
by the level of talent exhibited by our fellow PCS students.
We would also like to give a special thank you to the editorial staff this semester. We were thoroughly impressed by the level of engagement in our weekly club meetings, despite our inability to meet in
person. With the help of our editorial team, we managed to read, discuss, and edit submissions to The
Finch while also planning ways to increase the scope of our magazine. As a result, we will be introducing some changes in the magazine throughout the year.
Edition 10 of The Finch will be the first ever edition published solely via PDF and our website. This
has allowed us to add a new medium to our publication this semester: music. We are hoping to include
even more media in the spring of 2021, so stay tuned!
This is my first year as Editor-In-Chief of The Finch, and I am thrilled to continue the work of past
Editors-in-Chief Anna Lauridsen, Isabel Folger, and Rina Rossi. I am also grateful to my Assistant
Editor, Anya Sherriff-Norton, who is training to learn more about the processes of this publication.
Next semester, we will be looking to introduce more staff members into our leadership team to continue
the rich literary legacy of this publication.
Finally, a large portion of writing submissions this year dealt with the disastrous effects of the CZU
Lightning Complex. In light of the displacement and losses experienced by much of our community, we
are grateful to all the authors who shared their stories with us. We wish for a safe and quick recovery to
all those affected by the fires.
Sincerely,

Sophia Wright
Editor-in-Chief
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Patience

By: Antonella M. Russo
The teal waves splash against tan rocks
And little currents, almost like flower buds waiting,
Waiting patiently to become the beautiful flower
Or the crashing wave.
And even after all that time of waiting,
Of waiting to grow,
It sinks back into the current.
The beat,
The crashing sound of waves,
The delicate hum of the forest,
The soft petals of a leaf,
A fairy fluttering by,
And the delicate words of a voice whispering,
Patience.
Wisps of smoke curling
Into your ear,
Into your mind,
Into the inside of your soul
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Music

By: Edelein Zanthee Schwarzmann
music
smooth and soft she takes my hand, and leads me to the fireplace
gentle and slow she tightens her grip, and tells me that she loves me
nice and easy i can close my eyes, and trust that she will catch me
i know that she is with me, although the room stands still
rough and rocky she lights a match and tosses it in
fast and loud i hear the flames explode, breathe and dance around the room
echoes slowing to a crackle, and she leads me around the room
following the footsteps of the fire
she is the inbetweenthe soft flow
of rough noise
she is the place where magic is made.
and i open my eyes, and she is gone
she filled the room,
and filed out the chimney
with my heart on her back
but i know that she will return and dance with me againso everything is beautiful
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Our
Responsibility
to Protect
the Earth
Saashin
Subramaniam
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arbon Dioxide levels are over 400
parts per million and are on a consistent
upward trend. The Arctic ice minimum is reducing
at over 12% per decade. Sea levels are rising at over
3mm a year. This is the reality in 2020. This is climate change. It is not a hoax or a conspiracy, the evidence is very clear. If we do not do something about
climate change and global warming, our planet will
be destroyed. Although experts are unsure when,
exactly, global warming will reach a point where
human life is at risk, it is clear from the extinction
of countless species that we are not immune to this
threat.
The chief indestructible question that humanity should ask is: what is our responsibility to
future generations regarding our planet and environment? In 2020, this question comes in the form of
finding a solution to climate change. The effects are
already visible, and will only worsen in the future,
causing economic collapse and ultimately, the end of
human life on earth.
Many organizations have been working to spread
awareness about climate change. Such institutions
include the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change), EPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), and NASA (National Aeronautics and
Space Administration). Most agree that the primary
cause of climate change and global warming is increased emissions of greenhouse gases since the 20th
Century. Greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide,
have created a layer, comparable to a blanket, around
the Earth that prevents heat from escaping, causing
the planet to increase in temperature. The purpose of
these organizations is to work to find ways to slow
down climate change and take care of our planet.
However, not everyone supports this agenda. In
2018, when the Fourth National Climate Assessment was published, which outlined the current
state of climate change and what could happen in
the future, the president of the United States stated
Issue 10
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that he did not believe the report. A notable excerpt
from the assessment is that “without substantial and
sustained global mitigation and regional adaptation
efforts, climate change is expected to cause growing
losses to American infrastructure and property and
impede the rate of economic growth over this century.” The president ignored this warning, and has even
called climate change a Chinese hoax. This level of
ignorance and doubt from one of the most influential figures in the world has led many to turn a blind
eye to climate change, as people would rather pretend that nothing is wrong than admit that humans
are facing an existential threat in the form of global
warming.
Climate change has the potential to destroy humanity and everything we have built so far, both literally
and figuratively. A recent report from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission concluded that “[a]
world wracked by frequent and devastating shocks
from climate change cannot sustain the fundamental
conditions supporting our financial system.” One of
the major effects of climate change is more extreme
weather patterns, which are likely to cause massive
destruction to property. Furthermore, severe natural
disasters can occur several times a year, meaning that
insurance companies will take major losses due to
the overwhelming need for financial support. Eventually, this would lead to a global financial collapse
caused by the bankruptcy of various financial institutions. What’s worse is that certain people knowingly contribute to global warming solely for their
own personal gain.
The consequences of climate change don’t stop
there, as global warming has led to the extinction of
many life forms. According to The New York Times,
“humans are transforming Earth’s natural landscapes
so dramatically that as many as one million plant
and animal species are now at risk of extinction,
posing a dire threat to ecosystems that people all
over the world depend on for their survival.” These
extinctions not only reduce the number of resources
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available for humans to survive, but also provide a
grim glimpse into our future. According to a 2015
study, nearly 500 species have gone extinct in the
last century, suggesting that humans are creating a
sixth great extinction. If this many life forms could
go extinct, and millions more are threatened and
could be, then what makes humans different? What
protects us from suffering the same fate due to our
irresponsibility with regard to greenhouse gas emissions? Without a viable solution to climate change,
humankind will perish from this planet.
It is for this very reason that climate change, and the
question of our responsibility to future generations
as a whole, is the most critical to ask. Any other
indestructible question will not be applicable if this
existential threat becomes a reality. Some may argue
that it is too late to resolve climate change, so the
question of leaving a better future for later generations is no longer applicable or worth asking. This is
simply not true. Although we are approaching the
“tipping point,” NASA suggests that, “it may not be
too late to avoid or limit some of the worst effects of
climate change.” There is still time to make a change,
but our actions need to be quick and calculated. Our
resources and energy must be reallocated to focus on
resolving climate change.
The scariest part of this situation is that the effects
of global warming are already visible today. Just a
few examples are higher temperatures, melting glaciers, rising oceans, and more extreme weather/natural disasters. It is for this reason that today in 2020,
the most essential question we must ask is how to
solve climate change and fulfill our responsibility
to future generations. If we choose to be complacent and ignorant of these issues, the consequences
are simple and clear: human life, along with planet
Earth, will cease to exist.
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Spools of Gold
By: Iliana Bradley

A beautiful mess,
wrapped in one part tragedy, two parts hopeless.
Her heart was a trinket made of glass,
thoughts filled with porcelain tears.
The sun and moon danced in her eyes,
An infinite galaxy,
she held on tightly,
reaching for something to grasp in her delicate hand,
time,
flipping through her fingers like sand.
Walking on a tightrope
searching for the difference between everything;
and nothing.
On a journey to find her silver lining.
But she already was the star,
destined to shine.

This Makes Me
Sick
By: Haydyn Davila

The people surround the child
He slaps the table while they snap pictures
He screeches and cries
Squirms in his high chair
Still, they stand and document
The behavior in front of them
Insensitive to his anxiety
Overwhelmed, tears burst from his eyes
Mouth gaping
The people purr and coo at his emotion
And still, they watch
And do nothing
But take pictures
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The Oak
Tree

Anonymous

Trigger warning: this piece contains themes of
violence and domestic abuse
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he had never run so fast. Her legs tore over
the rough hills covered in golden grass. Each
blade smashed under her feet as she ran for her life,
out of breath but not stopping, never looking back.
Her hair fanned out behind her as the breeze picked
up, brushing its cool touch on her skin, her skin
around her face that was already turning a blackblue color. She continued to run, sweat pouring
down her face, and didn’t stop until the tree was in
sight. She ran, unable to see what was in front of her,
the bruise over her left eye took over her sight. She
ran to the tree and smashed into its trunk. Wrapping
her shaking arms around its cool, smooth wood,
she sank to the ground and began to scream. She
screamed into the tree, into the grass, into the heavens. Her knees came up to the chest and she bowed
her head and screamed. Terror in every shriek, limbs
shaking, her ability to breathe failing. Huge sobs
racked her body, as she fell on her back, looking up
at the cloudy sky. She cried, tears cascading down
her face and into the Earth, her soul pouring out
with every tear that fell from her eyes. The world
blurred, and every sound became a ringing in her
ears. The world faded away as she waited, waited to
see what would happen, waited for it to be all over.
Eventually she regained her senses slowly. Sitting up,
she pressed her back against the tree. This tree was
family to her. The oak tree that stood on the hills,
the only shade for miles was the only safe place in
her life. She had made many trips to its roots, crying
and screaming. The tree was always there to comfort
her, to be there for her, to help her. The tree had to
be there, without it she would have no one, no one
but the bruises on her face. Her father was to thank
for that. Her father. She shook down to her bones.
It was out of the question to even think about going
back for the rest of the day. This wasn’t the first
time that he had left her a bruise on her face, and it
wouldn’t be the last. It all started 10 years ago, when
a woman was in terrible labor. Unable to make it to
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the hospital in time, the sickly woman gave birth
in a barn, aided by her husband. She was very ill,
as carrying a baby in her womb had weakened the
already sick woman. Her pale face streamed with
sweat as she screamed for the baby to come out of
her, and end this pain that she was in. Finally, the
baby did come. A girl who was caught by the father
and given to the woman who gazed at her daughter and then died suddenly, weakened by pain and
labor to live any longer. The man lost control, for he
loved his wife very much and over the next few years
began a tragic descent into alcoholism. He kept his
daughter, yet abandoned her, never loved her, never
cared for her, never there for her. She raised herself, provided with the few things that her father
managed to do. She grew up into a life of abuse and
mistreatment, always the punching bag for her father’s drunken rages. He moved the girl and himself
out of the farmhouse that he and his wife shared
and into a small house in the middle of nowhere.
The closest place was a small town twenty minutes
away where there was a convenience store, a bar, and
a couple of fast food chains. Every day the father
would go to the bar and drink away his past, drink
away his life, drink away his troubles. Unemployed,
he did not provide for the family but lived off of the
little he had saved before he began to drink. Every
day was a struggle for the girl, everyday was torture,
every waking moment was impossible to fathom.
She spent the days alone, in her room, saying nothing, doing nothing. She didn’t go to school, didn’t
meet anyone. She had a couple of books and a pad
of paper and a pencil. Those were all of the worldly
possessions she owned. Late every night, her father
would stumble home, smelling of beer and cigarettes, clutching a bottle in his thick hand. He would
fall around the tiny 2 room house yelling random
thoughts that only he could comprehend in his own
head. He frequently blamed the girl for everything,
and hit her. That’s what happened on the day that
she ran for her life. Her father left for the bar early
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in the morning the day before. The girl passed her
time by reading her favorite book. Night fell, and her
father did not come home. The sun rose and he was
still missing. He stumbled into the house, gone for
more than a day, more intoxicated than the girl had
ever seen him before. He swayed around violently.
He mumbled under his breath and looked at the
girl. “Kill- wife- you- wife- KILL!” He screamed the
last word, his speech slurring, the bottle in his hands
falling to the floor and smashing against the wood.
Beer trickled out slowly, covering the wood, covering
the pieces of glass smothering the wood like snow.
“ Kill- YOU!” He roared and lunged for the girl.
She screamed and ran into the bedroom, slamming
the door behind her, begging anyone to help. The
father threw his body against the door, screaming
and yelling in slurred speech, falling over but getting
up again, desperate to break his daughter. He threw
himself against the door and it swung open, the girl
unable to hold him off any longer. He lunged for the
girl, punching her across the arm. She howled and
stumbled back as he lunged for her again and began
to punch her face. He caught her across her left eye
and her vision blurred. She screamed and screamed,
as her father began to laugh and laugh. He broke
her nose, smashing his knuckles against it, and drops
of blood trickled onto her shirt, staining the white
fabric red. She sank to the ground, covering her face
with her battered arms, as he began to kick her, kick
his cowering daughter. He fell over, the alcohol consuming him, and she ran for her life, ran outside, ran
to the oak tree and cried and screamed. The oak tree
stood, swaying, her only companion, her only friend.
Her only comfort. There she lay, on her back, the
grass rustling around her, the clouds moving north
with the wind, and the leaves on the tree swaying
gently in the breeze. The fall colors were more vivid
than ever around her. The colorful swirl of red,
orange, and golden leaves was comforting, and left
her with a feeling of clarity that she had never felt
before. But it all came rushing back with the reIssue 10

minder of the pain she was in. She gingerly felt her
nose. Blood was still streaming down her face. Her
arms and legs were covered in bruises and her eye
was swollen shut. She felt her ribs, and judged one
of them to be broken. Wincing, she sat up and took
a shaky breath. She looked up at the oak tree, and
wondered how to proceed in her life. Everything was
unknown. She had to return to the house. It was her
only means of survival. She looked up at the sky, lay
down in the grass, and decided to treat herself to one
moment of peace before the storm.
THE END
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Limericks for 2020-2021 School Year
By: Ms. Calame

September
Indoor summer has left us all tan-less
Online class means learning is pants-less
Since the normal classroom
Is now done via Zoom
And assignments are turned in on Canvas.
October
The chill in the air feels so nice
Tea- Hot! Instead of with ice
The spooks and the creepers
Come look with their peepers:
An abundance of things pumpkin spiced!
Still October
Us teachers have taught for six weeks.
But it feels like a six-decade streak.
We skip smelling flowers
And put in the hours:
Sixty or seventy each week.
November fifth
Election day comes and it goes
Anxiety ebbs and it flows
With each passing hour
The news we devour
And who won? Nobody knows.
Still November
My back, neck, and shoulders they ache
A day off of school I must take
My health to repair
I’ll practice self-care
It’s November! We all need a break!
December
The days stretch shorter and shorter
We hang lights along the house border
Shawls cozy and frumpy
Because we’re all grumpy
With Seasonal Affective Disorder
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There’s Blood in the Water
A story of Crimson River - By: Alexandria Myers
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s it a dream or is it a reality, surely one could
tell? Murky thoughts of screaming souls; where did
I go wrong? Broken dreams, shattered screams, “I
won’t, I don’t, I, I want to kill all that is pure.” Watery tears roll down my cheeks. How did it come
to this? Only time will tell but time is running out,
slowly I descend. Is it the end? Is this a dream? Is
this my true heart?
All I can say through my pain is I know clear as day
that there’s blood in the water.
My mother was a special one. She always had
a strange aura around her as if she was special. I
found out before she left that she was a descendant
of the only known Guardian of Water. She left one
day, because of an emergency I heard, and didn’t tell
me why. She just left. Days later, I received a letter.
We would not see her again; she had to fight.
I was quite a good fighter myself. I had mastered
the element of water faster than all my peers. Mom
said I could do this because of her bloodline. I never
met my father, no one ever spoke of him. But one
day my whole life changed. The village grew silent
as the announcer spoke,“WAR has started citizens.
All of our best fighters must come to the battlegrounds.” I didn’t go because you see, a day before
the announcer spoke I awoke in my room, a strange
chill had run down my spine as I remembered my
nightmare. I opened my eyes, turned on my light,
and almost screamed; there was no color, I could
barely see my hands. It was all grey, dark, lonely. I
didn’t feel anything.
The next day, when I tried to do my daily practice,
I couldn’t use my magic. Suddenly my hands felt
heavy but when I dipped them deep in the water, it
stung and burned. What happened? The memory
of the dream flashed. The only thing I use to protect
my people caused me excruciating pain. What were
these changes?
I ran away after the announcer left. I ran so far and
Issue 10
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I didn’t look back. I ran for miles until I couldn’t
breathe. When I sat down next to a stream my vision, though gray and murky, had returned A color
a…. The water appeared a deep blood red. I looked
at it and I shook, all of my body wanted to run.
Why did I feel this way? My nearness to water has
always brought happiness. I peered into the water
to see my face; it was pale. My eyes were dull as I
reached into the water to see if something was there.
I was meet only with pain. My arm burned as I
pulled it out. Confusion and sorrow absorbed me.
What happened? I, I can’t… this time I screamed
but no one could hear me. I got up and ran. My vision began to get blurrier and blurrier until it faded
to black. I tried to move but couldn’t, yet I still knew,
I was moving. Terror reached me, I couldn’t control
myself ! When I regained my vision, I was laying on
the ground crying. When had I stopped? I had run
so far I was in a spruce forest, much different from
my homelands.
Then a sound. I could hear something other than the
noise of my breath. I could hear screaming, yelling and the clashing of swords. I ran towards the
sound blindly. For some reason it made me feel…
alive. I came into a clearing, and two groups clashed
through my blurry vision. I could see, to my astonishment, our allies in protecting our land, the earth
guardians. They were wielding the fighting force of
the earth in what appeared to be that of, of, a blur, a
blurred mix of elements. A force I’ve never known.
No emotion, that’s what I felt from it, from me. I
could feel myself in that force. I trembled frozen.
The earth guardian warriors couldn’t seem to beat a
single one of the emotionless blurs. They fell screaming in pain. I heard a crunch behind me and slowly
turned around to face an earth warrior. He held
a sword in one hand and there another hand was
curled in a tight fist. He said, “ha, this one is alone”
and with that, he lunged at me striking my arm with
his sword. Stunned, I looked down at my arm. It
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didn’t hurt. I looked back at him confused. I didn’t
know what to do. I didn’t know what I was doing,
all I knew was the feeling of pain coming from my
hands as I jumped towards him. I couldn’t stop
myself as I created a ball of water in my hand and
shot it straight at him. Normally my water power
would be weak against earth guardians, but he recoiled back in shock. Stunned, my hands moved on
their own, as if a marionettist held my strings, and I
manipulated the water so it crawled up his neck and
over his face. I waited until he drowned and it hit
me: I was not doing this to protect myself, I in fact
wasn’t doing it at all. I couldn’t control anything and
I had killed someone. I had lost myself.
Nothing was clear anymore as I walked towards
the darkness, it called me, pulled me. I was not me.
They call me Crimson River, even the corrupted
fear me. The Dark Lord took a liking to me that
day; I am one of his now, his fighter. They say only
the most skilled water element guardians can create
water. I found that easy to do. They say the water
element is for healing. I laugh at that now. What
have I become? I don’t know. What will I become?
I don’t know, but I fear. All I know is that through
the screams of the many, this was never meant to be.
There’s blood in the water. Rest in pieces my long
lost soul.
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Hotel California
By: Mia Stafford

No one will tell me it’s going to be ok.
The fan is drying the water in my eyes before it can
fall off.
I know crying will make me feel better but it won’t
come because no one is answering.
It’s 1 am so this makes sense.
Mama is sleeping in her home with Maude Plum.
Maddy and Papa are sleeping in the other cabin
at the top of the tall stairs.
Next to where my dog and I found the rat that was
not scared of us.
I had to touch its bony body to scare it away from
her,
it was too trusting.
She would have eaten the rat if she had had the
chance.
My home might fall off by tomorrow
and in some ways, I want something to happen, so
I’m not stuck in this anticipation.
Should I even be allowed,
to be sad?
We look at the maps and they tell us that it hasn’t
moved
but the acreage has gone up by 7,000 in one night?
My house is still here while others already left.
Still sitting there in the blazing sun.
While the burnt black leaves are falling atop the
moss-covered roof.
My dad tried to clear it off and
spray water on it,
maybe this would deter the flames if they get this
far?
Issue 10

The sky is orange but not in a beautiful way,
and the ground is covered in dry white ash that gets
stuck to everything.
Don’t try to sweep it.
I was coughing for too long,
people got worried.
The old man with the white beard and thick glasses
lost his house,
he is critiquing the firefighters,
they are trying their best.
I get angry when I’m hurting too though.
Am I even sad?
Just scared that I won’t be able to go back through
the door
with the red string necklace
with those rainbow plastic hearts around it
on the door handle.
I don’t know where it came from but my dad hasn’t
taken it off the door.
So I guess it’s ok.
We will be okay.

Feathers
The Finch

And

Footsteps
By: R.S.
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When did you first begin to comprehend the concept of
death? Were you sheltered from it, protected in the loving
arms of a parent who shielded you from the bitter truth?
Or did it plague your every step, never claiming you but
allowing you to stay only a few steps ahead of its grasp?
September 2004.

A

peculiar smell hung in the air, the product
of moldering leaves and raindrops on
pavement. The changing of seasons was always
preceded by this smell, and it reminded Nellie of the
years gone by, spent watching other women live out
what she couldn’t have. It’s not that she was resentful
of her child, who was now in her Terrible Twos, but
she had effectively put a stop to Nellie’s dream of
becoming an architect. Of course, that was a choice
that Nellie had made, having a child so young in her
life.
But what other choice did she have in a religious
household? With the suffocating weight of her
mother’s expectations and the enthusiasm she’d
seen her partner display, there really was no other
option… yet Nellie questioned her decision daily,
especially after he continued to go out drinking with
his friends each night.
Nellie gripped her child’s fingers with one hand,
and her umbrella in the other, shivering as the grey
clouds overhead began to close like a curtain over
the sun.
“Come on, Sara, let’s go before it starts to rain.”
The two of them walked slowly down the street,
Nellie slowing her pace to match the little girl’s tiny
strides. Her rain boots, polka dotted pink and green,
made soft scuffing sounds against the sidewalk.
From time to time, Sara took a little running leap
into a pile of fallen leaves on the edge of the path, a
grin momentarily splitting her solemn little face at
the sound of crunching beneath her feet.
Issue 10
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Nellie watched her with a small smile on her own
face, marveling that something so sweet and innocent was the product of the biggest mistake she had
ever made. Although Sara had come into the world
screaming and crying, the peaceful moments made
up for frustrations that Nellie might’ve had with her.
“Mama. What’s that?”
Sara’s voice broke through the fog of overthinking,
a note of clearness within the confusion. Her tone
was scarily neutral, a calm before the inevitable
storm that would come later as a byproduct of the
hot chocolate Nellie purchased for her in a lapse of
judgment. Sara pointed a dark shape on the sidewalk
before her, questioning, and Nellie crouched down to
take a better look. She inhaled sharply, a little quiver
in the back of her throat as she contemplated what
to tell Sara. Before them lay a bird, spread limply on
the cement, its wings bent at awkward angles and its
claws reaching towards the maple trees that loomed
over the path. Its eyes were glossed over and void,
wide open but unseeing. Nellie thought it might be
a crow, with its fan shaped tail and inky black feathers scattered about its broken form.
It was dead. (Very much so - Nellie thought she
saw maggots trailing from beneath it, but drew back
rapidly and refused to take another look.)
“What is it?” Sara asked again, a little more insistent
this time.
“Well… It’s a bird.”
Sara, age two, rolled her eyes as though her life
depended on it. Nellie wondered where she’d gotten that from. Possibly her father. “Is it okay?” Sara
asked with a touch of concern.
“I don’t know, sweetie.” Nellie hesitated. “I think it’s
dead?”
“Dead?” Sara repeated the word, trying out the
feeling of the letters curiously. “What’s ‘dead’?” She
tilted her head to look up at her mother, her grey
eyes wide and unexpressive, framed with thick lashes
like those of a little porcelain doll. It was almost unsettling, the way she looked just like the dolls Nel-
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lie’s grandmother had collected up until her passing.
Sara suddenly poked Nellie’s leg to get her attention;
Nellie shuttered involuntarily.
“Dead means that its time in this world is over, and
that it has moved on. It’s no longer alive,” Nellie
tried to explain, hoping her answer would be sufficient. Overhead, the storm clouds continued to
gather, the sunlight now entirely vanquished. Nellie
shivered again.
This answer seemed to satisfy Sara. She nodded her
head once, twice, then told Nellie with vacant eyes
and an unsmiling mouth, “I died once.”
Nellie gaped at her. “What--what ever do you mean,
Sara?”
She casually shrugged her little shoulders in response, and bent over the bird to study it. “I died
once,” she repeated a little more emphatically.
“O-okay,” Nellie stuttered, now thoroughly concerned. “I think we should be going now, Sara. It’s
getting dark out.”
“Wait.” Sara reached into her pocket and withdrew a
handful of yellowing ginkgo leaves that Nellie hadn’t
noticed her pick up. With equal amounts of tenderness and solemnity, Sara covered the fallen crow and
whispered something to it that Nellie didn’t catch
before standing up, and walking down the path with
her hands tucked into the pockets of her sweater.
Deeply unsettled, there was nothing that Nellie
could do except follow after her and replay her
daughter’s words over and over in her head, wondering just what she had meant.
Later that night when she was helping Sara
undress before bed, several black feathers drifted
from the folds of her clothes and settled on the
floor. Nellie knew that Sara hadn’t picked them up.
Where had they come from? A sense of foreboding
settled into Nellie’s heart and refused to leave, until
she drifted into an uneasy state between sleep and
consciousness.
~-~-~-~
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Neither of them ever mentioned the incident again.
In fact, Nellie wasn’t sure that Sara even remembered it. That was for the best, she was pretty sure.
Nellie typically wasn’t one to deny things, but this
incident in particular did not seem like one she
wanted to further investigate. And so, that grey day
in September became yet another memory swept
under the rug of time, where it collected dust and
eventually crumbled away into nothingness.

Stronger Than
A poem dedicated to Black Lives Matter
By: Byrd Johnson
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Stronger Than
By: Byrd Johnson

Black said
Take a stand
So White
Cut off Black’s legs
Black said
Raise your fist
So White
Cut off Black’s arms
Black said
Speak up for yourself
So White
Cut off Black’s head
Bit by bit
White whittled away at Black
Now
All that’s left is
The heart
But the heart
Is a powerful thing
And it will keep beating
Because Black
Is stronger than White
Black has withstood
Centuries of White
And Black will keep fighting
Rebuilding Black’s body
Enduring the fight
Issue 10
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Finding Unapparent
Meaning and Relatability
In Old Photographs
Haydyn Davila
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D

uring the early days of the pandemic,
many of us did not have much to do. I
personally created artwork nonstop for weeks. Collage was my favorite medium, but I soon ran out of
magazines and photographs to cut up. Luckily for
me, my grandmother took the opportunity during
quarantine to look through 9 decades worth of
photos, and had bags of them that she was going to
discard. The photos in the bags were mostly blurry
prints or multiple copies of one photo, and others
were so old that she didn’t even know where they
came from. Since I practically was a one-person art
factory, I decided to take them all so I could use
them for creating new art.
Later that day when I got home, I sat down for
hours and sorted through the photos to see which
ones I wanted to keep and which ones I wanted
to get rid of. During this process, I found most of
the photos that were in good condition.Some even
looked like they were from the ’20s. These older ones
interested me the most because they were mainly
photos of people that my grandmother had forgotten; headshots and group photos of people smiling
in front of houses, cars, or on the beach. These old
photos showed a part of people’s lives, the black or
grey pools of their eyes seemed to stare back at me
with recognition.
This connection that I have with these photos would
seem strange on the surface, one would think that
these photos have no value because I can’t relate
to them and because I know very little about the
people in the photos. But I feel a connection because
I can wonder about their lives and think about how
they may have known people in my family or may
have been part of my family. I feel connected to
these photos because they show part of my grandma’s past that she does not remember.
One of my favorites is this photo of my grandma
when she was about 11 or 12. In the image, she can
be seen with some adults at the beach, in mid-stride,
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her face blurry, and her hand formed in a blurry fist.
My grandma appears to be the energetic light child
in a frozen jog, contrasting with the still, darkly
dressed, and solemn adults in the background.

Simultaneously, the adults are the complete focus of the camera, yet nothing about who they are
is revealed. It is ironic that the one person that is
recognizable is blurry. I find this image relatable
because I was a child like that, a spaztic blur, running and laughing, full of energy. When I asked my
grandma about this particular photo, she said that
she did know it was her in the photo, but she did
not remember where it was taken or who she was
with. Even though I am much younger than my
grandmother, I can relate to having forgotten things
from childhood, even if they are captured on camera.
This particular photo makes me think about how it
is so easy to forget the memories of your youth even
though they are so important.
This photo is actually from sometime
around 1924. On the license plate, it says “CAL24”
and when I googled images of license plates in California in 1924, I found images that looked almost
identical to the image of the license plate. My guess
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is that this photo was taken after this woman or
somebody in her family got this new car. I find this
photo relatable because whenever I get something
shiny and new, I want to take pictures of it to remember that day.

Specifically, this photo reminds me of when my
parents purchased the minivan that we currently
have. It took so long to find which one they wanted,
and when they finally found it, they were so happy.
Another point to make with this photo is that it has
been kept for 96 years and still hasn’t left our family,
the only reason that my grandma wanted to get rid
of it was because she did not know the woman in
the photograph.
These photos would first seem to be worthless old photos of strangers and forgotten objects,
but to me, they hold value and meaning because
they show a part of my history that has been forgotten. By analyzing these photographs, I have been
able to learn more about them and the people they
capture. I think that I will keep these photos for a
long time because they are meaningful, even if it
may be less apparent than other family photos.
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When I Had
a Home
Kayla
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When I Had a Home
By: Kayla

When I think of my childhood I think of the tall redwoods,
and hot summer. I remember the feeling of after it rained, and
sinking my feet into mushy mud. I always remember being happy,

singing to the chickens on top of stacked logs and holding them
till they would fall asleep in my lap. I remember those nights in the
garage, playing table tennis in the cold weather when you would
see your breath before you. I remember getting hurt, running outside barefoot, and going outside the next day without shoes again.
I remember surfing, that comfortably numb feeling after a long day
of paddling and competing with friends for every wave. I remember feeling sick, and still running across fallen logs. I remember
tripping and hitting my nose that gave me a scar, and thinking it
looked cool, not really caring if I would get hurt again. I miss my
wildness, fearless and confident attitude which I wish I still had.
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i am tired

By: Charlotte Parks
i was full
yet the world around me poured empty
i invented myselfa thousand orbs
lifted & twirled
one massive globe
dropped, shattered, surrendered
a sky of stars we painted through the pavement
a field of morning-glories; of shrapnel,
fading remnants of our last night,
& maybe the one before.
spread-eagle on the sidewalk
small again, safe again, home again
running against the wind
quick, gentle steps
i missed it all
& cried without tears
further down the road
someone said
it would be normal,
but everything just burned
soot, ash, dust
weaving dead flowers in my hair
i collected the clouds
each cumulous thunderhead
safe in my back-left pocket
each blossoming sky tucked
in corners of different hemispheres
& soundscapes & imaginations;
a hundred shades bluer & falling
i’ll never be perfect again,
but i’ll be here
lifting the hills to the
sun’s mercy
beyond east & west
& then the night
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